Abstract. It is difficult to validate statistical software used to assess bioequivalence since very few datasets with known results are in the public domain, and the few that are published are of moderate size and balanced. The purpose of this paper is therefore to introduce reference datasets of varying complexity in terms of dataset size and characteristics (balance, range, outlier presence, residual error distribution) for 2-treatment, 2-period, 2-sequence bioequivalence studies and to report their point estimates and 90% confidence intervals which companies can use to validate their installations. The results for these datasets were calculated using the commercial packages EquivTest, Kinetica, SAS and WinNonlin, and the noncommercial package R. The results of three of these packages mostly agree, but imbalance between sequences seems to provoke questionable results with one package, which illustrates well the need for proper software validation.
INTRODUCTION
Proof of bioequivalence is a prerequisite for approving alternative product formulations (e.g., generic drug products or modification of innovator formulation). Bioequivalence concepts can also be applied to the evaluation of dosing conditions such as food effects or alternative routes of administration (such as intramuscular versus subcutaneous injection). For drugs that are absorbed into the general circulation and distributed to the target issue, bioequivalence studies typically-with a few exceptions-involve a comparison of pharmacokinetic profiles of the proposed drug (hereafter called Test or T; often a new formulation that is being introduced) and the reference drug (hereafter called Reference, Ref, or R) obtained following a single-dose administration. In some cases, steady-state or multiple-dose studies are conducted. The most commonly applied design is a 2-treatment, 2-period, 2-sequence crossover design, where each subject is randomized into one of two sequences, termed TR and RT, depending on which drug is administered in the first and second period, respectively. In some cases, steadystate or multiple-dose studies are conducted. Primary bioequivalence endpoints are typically the 90% confidence intervals about the geometric mean ratios (GMRs) for critical pharmacokinetic metrics such as C max and AUC. To demonstrate product bioequivalence as defined by the major regulatory bodies around the world, these confidence intervals must typically fall entirely within the range 80.00-125.00% for the primary pharmacokinetic metrics (with certain exceptions such as C max in Canada where only the point estimate is evaluated).
To construct these confidence intervals, the logtransformed data from a 2-treatment, 2-period, 2-sequence study (hereinafter called a 2,2,2-BE study) is typically fitted to a general linear model with factors Treatment, Sequence, Subject (Sequence), and Period.
There are, in principle, many ways to find the maximum likelihood effect estimates. The analytical solution to the normal linear model in matrix form is the effect vector b which minimizes the residual sum of squares:
where X is the full-rank design matrix and y is the vector of observed values (typically these are log-transformed C max or AUC t values).
Deriving b directly this way involves inversion of the matrix X t X and it is well known that some algorithms for matrix inversion have poor numerical properties. To circumvent that issue, in some cases, the b vector may be estimated using algorithms that are based not on direct matrix inversion but which instead rely on a stable decomposition of X, for example QR factorisation, singular value decomposition, and more. The comprehensive statistical package R uses a QR factorization as Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1208/s12248-014-9661-0) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. the default method for fitting a normal linear model. In other cases, the components of the b vector can be found by iterative optimisation, for instance through a simplex or Newton-based algorithm. Most commercially available packages (such as Kinetica, SAS, WinNonlin, Splus, etc.) do not clearly describe the type of algorithms used, the way they are implemented or the corresponding limitations associated with these implementations.
Chow and Liu provided equations that can be used to find the confidence interval without using matrix algebra and which can be implemented in a spreadsheet or even done with a standard calculator [5] .
The formulae for calculating the confidence interval upper and lower limits on the logarithmic scale, ln(Limits), in a 2,2,2-BE trial are generally:
where ln(Test) and ln(Ref) are the effect estimates of test and reference, respectively, V is the mean squared error (error variance), t df , α is the critical value of the t distribution at df degrees of freedom and at the appropriate alpha and where n TR and n RT are the number of subjects in sequence TR and RT, respectively.
Computationally, the ability to accurately determine confidence intervals relies on accurate determination of maximum likelihood treatment effects and these may therefore be affected by numerical precision issues, available memory, and on actual algorithmic implementations to determine, e.g., variances.
For a company that wishes to validate software for the calculation of bioequivalence, it is thus not really easy to know if or when the software correctly calculates the confidence interval, and/or if it does so consistently for all datasets. One may rarely find a dataset in the public domain with a published solution, and then compare one's own software's output for the same dataset to the published result. While this provides some degree of confidence, it might not be sufficient. For example, if the published dataset one is comparing to is balanced and our software passes, then how do we now our own software is valid for imbalanced datasets? Or in the presence of outliers?
ICH guideline E9 (adopted by regulators in, e.g., US, EU, and Canada) specifies:
The credibility of the numerical results of the analysis depends on the quality and validity of the methods and software (both internally and externally written) used both for data management (data entry, storage, verification, correction and retrieval) and also for processing the data statistically. Data management activities should therefore be based on thorough and effective standard operating procedures. The computer software used for data management and statistical analysis should be reliable, and documentation of appropriate software testing procedures should be available [6] .
Large statistical frameworks like R or SAS can perform almost any task but the user must program the software to perform the desired task, and this programming step may itself introduce some weaknesses in terms of general performance.
FDA's current thinking of the Sponsor's responsibility towards ensuring that the software used in clinical trials reads:
For software purchased off-the-shelf, most of the validation should have been done by the company that wrote the software. The sponsor or contract research organization should have documentation (either original validation documents or on-site vendor audit documents) of this design level validation by the vendor, and should have itself performed functional testing (e.g., by use of test data sets) and researched known software limitations, problems, and defect corrections.
In the special case of database and spreadsheet software that is [1] purchased off-the-shelf, [2] designed for and widely used for general purposes, [3] unmodified, and [4] not being used for direct entry of data, the sponsor or contract research organization may not have documentation of design level validation. However, the sponsor or contract research organization should have itself performed functional testing (e.g., by use of test data sets) and researched known software limitations, problems, and defect corrections [7] .
Thus, functional testing is a necessity that the Sponsor must perform.
In this paper, we hence aim to introduce a range of data sets of varying complexity and with proposed known solutions in terms of the point estimates and confidence intervals. These datasets can be used for performance qualification of software intended for evaluation of 2,2,2-BE studies.
The datasets will include two standard datasets from the public domain, and simulated/manipulated datasets that vary in size and/or introduce outliers, imbalance between sequences, extreme data ranges, mixtures of the factors, and we also evaluate a dataset with a non-Gaussian error distribution.
To increase trust in the results obtained, we show results obtained via independent statistical packages; i. Datasets for parallel designs, 3-treatment designs, and 3-or 4-period designs are all outside the scope of this paper, as are sequential designs and reference scaling. Along the same lines, we do not aim to discuss construction of ANOVAs or the use of type I vs. type III sums of squares since the decision regarding bioequivalence is not depending on these.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Datasets
All datasets discussed here can be downloaded as tabdelimited text files via the Electronic supplementary material on the journal's homepage. 9] . Balanced with a total sample size of n = 18 completers, i.e., nine per sequence. Figure 1 shows the subject profiles split on sequence. B Actual dataset from Clayton and Leslie 1981 [10] .
Evaluated by Chow and Liu 2009. Balanced with n= 18 completers. Figure 2 shows the subject profiles split on sequence. C Dataset with imbalance between sequences. Based on the dataset of Clayton and Leslie, from which subjects 2, 3 and 6, 8, 9 were deleted to yield a dataset with n= 13 completers: four in sequence TR and nine in sequence RT. Figure 3 shows the subject profiles split on sequence. D Dataset with extreme range in raw data input. Based on the dataset of Clayton and Leslie, where the data for subjects 4, 14, and 18 were multiplied by 10 6 . Figure 4 shows the subject profiles split on sequence. E Dataset with an outlier. An aberrant value in terms of the T/R for a single subject has been introduced. Based on the dataset of Clayton and Leslie, where the data for subject 3 in period 1 has been multiplied by 100. Figure 5 shows the subject profiles split on sequence. F Simulated dataset with n=100 and balance between sequences, and where the residual is not normally distributed. A sine function was used to generate the dataset. Figure 6 shows the subject profiles split on sequence. G Simulated dataset with a high number of subjects. n= 1,000 with balance between sequences. Data were simulated using Mersenne-Twister as pseudo-random number generator and with a subsequent Box-Muller transformation to introduce an approximately normal distributed residual. Figure 7 shows the subject profiles split on sequence. H This is the large dataset G where -An extreme range in raw data input has been introduced by multiplying all raw input for subjects 70-90 by 10 6 -Three outliers in terms of the T/R have been introduced by multiplying the Period 1 data for Subject 24, 51 (sequence TR) and 871 (sequence RT) by 10
6
-Imbalance between sequences has been introduced by deletion of subjects 430-712 Figure 8 shows the subject profiles split on sequence. Table I lists the datasets along with the evaluations obtained with the different statistical packages EquivTest/PK, Kinetica (5.0.10), SAS (9.2), Phoenix/WinNonlin (6.3.0.395), and R (3.0.2). Note that datasets D and B give the same results; this is expected since the within-subject treatment ratios (or the logarithmic within-subject treatment differences) are the same between the two sets.
Software and Hardware
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There is perfect agreement between EquivTest, SAS, WinNonlin, and R for the datasets tested.
Interestingly, Kinetica gave results that were not in agreement with EquivTest/PK, SAS, WinNonlin and R, when we evaluated imbalanced datasets. We believe we are able to explain partially why, and this illustrates beautifully why software validation is necessary:
The formula for calculation of the confidence interval limits is given in Eq. 2.
Note that when there is balance between sequences, we have n TR =n RT (=n ps for simplicity; number of subjects per sequence), which implies:
Using Eq. 3 in combination II, we can derive a simpler expression which is valid for balanced datasets:
This is how the equation for calculating the confidence interval is sometimes actually presented, see, e.g., Rani and Pargal [11] . But it must be emphasized that if there is imbalance between sequences, i.e., n TR ≠ n RT , then Eq. 4 does not give the proper result.
We speculate that it might be a possibility that Kinetica (at least on the machine used for our calculations) is using Eq. 4 on balanced as well as unbalanced datasets. The results obtained with datasets C and H are consistent with this approach given Kinetica's output of mean squared error and treatment effects, for example it would appear that for dataset C Kinetica gave a mean squared error of 0.3173, a critical t value of 1.7959, an upper confidence limit of 0.9931 and a point estimate of 0.6678, corresponding to
This value of 0.2209 can be obtained by setting (n TR = n RT =6.5=(4+9)/2) but not-within reasonable rounding-by using the corresponding integer combinations 4 and 9 which are the numbers of subjects in the two sequences. We are not aware of any relevant alternative setting or change of the software installation that can force Kinetica to give another result for datasets C and H. Our own calculations of the point estimates for the GMR, e.g., obtained via the equations given by Chow and Liu, agree with the results of EquivTest, SAS, WinNonlin, and R. Further to this, it would appear that Kinetica's point estimates might reflect the means of Sequence RT Sequence TR Fig. 8 . Subject plots ordered by period within treatment sequence for dataset H. This dataset is based on the large simulated dataset (G) with imbalance, outliers, and an extreme range in raw data input logarithmized raw treatment values rather than using the treatment effects that arise from minimizing the sums of squares. This could explain why Kinetica's results with the installation used here are in agreement with SAS, R, EquivTest, and WinNonlin for balanced datasets, and also explains the point estimates and confidence intervals obtained with Kinetica for the imbalanced datasets.
While we do not aim to recommend a specific statistical package for evaluation of bioequivalence it can be mentioned that the comprehensive statistical framework R is noncommercial (free of charge), available for a variety of operative systems, and recently FDA have moved in a direction that specifically suggests that the use of validated R code is acceptable for submissions purposes [12] . The Electronic supplementary material includes a print of an R session with code used to evaluate the datasets introduced in this paper, as well as the results obtained for these datasets.
CONCLUSION
We propose the datasets used in this paper as a basis for software validation/qualification among companies analysing 2-treatment, 2-sequence, 2-period bioequivalence studies, and that the results obtained with EquivTest/PK, SAS, WinNonlin, and R are considered as validation goalposts. The results we obtain with Kinetica do not agree with these results for the imbalanced datasets, illustrating well why it should not be assumed that software that is installed and executing without warnings and errors and even giving (presumably) correct results for some published datasets will give correct results for all other datasets. The authors would appreciate feedback from other users of Kinetica, in particular, we would appreciate feedback re: Kinetica's performance for datasets C and H. It should be emphasized that the primary purpose of this paper is not in its own right to compare performance between different packages, or to judge the individual packages' fitness for bioequivalence evaluation purposes. It is not in any way implied in this paper that Kinetica generally miscalculates imbalanced datasets, but by way of the results obtained with Kinetica for the datasets introduced here we conclude that the installation of Kinetica used was not adequately performance qualified.
The datasets introduced in this paper can all be downloaded as Electronic supplementary material from the journal's website. 
